Abstract. In the last two decades there has been an international resurgence of realistic lms, i.e., lms directed by lmmakers who believe in the ontological power of reality and, at the same time, in the capacity of the medium's expressive scope for building a story without undermining the viewer's impression of reality. On the one hand, this new movement is a rehabilitation of the cinematic Realism that throughout the history of lm has touted cinema as an open window to the real world, a view particularly exempli ed by Italian Neo-Realism. On the other hand, this new trend has given new life to the Realist lm theories championed mainly
Introduction
"What is more real in our universe than a man's life, and how can we hope to preserve it better than in a realistic lm?" These words are Albert Camus's, and with this quote Roy Armes opens the rst part of his book titled Patterns of Realism, which he wrote about Italian Neo-Realism in 1971. With his rhetorical question, Camus identi es two of the main bastions upholding any Realist project: on the one hand, the object of study is reality itself, which is the reference point throughout the creative process; and on the other, reality is constructed according to certain expressive codes that de ne a particular style, which is known in the different forms of artistic expression -painting, literature, and lm -as the Realist style. This is all with the intention of representing as accurately as possible, returning to the words of Camus, the reality that has aroused the interest of an author who, for whatever reason, has been drawn to it.
Nevertheless, although it may be among the author's intentions to capture reality as honestly as possible, that representation can never be an exact reproduction of reality, as the nature of representation in itself prevents this. Thus, André Bazin (1971, 26) speaks of the "illusion of reality;" however, that illusion, according to the predicates of the French critic himself, should be as close as possible to its referent, of course within the "limits of the logical demands of cinematographic narrative and of the current limits of technique," since, as Colin MacCabe notes (1976, 9) , "for Bazin, as for almost all Realist theorists (among others, Lapsley and Westlakem 1988 , Bill Nichols 1991 , and Brian Winston 1995 , what is in question is not just a rendering of reality but the rendering of a reality made more real by the use of aesthetic device." Thus, according to these theorists, Realism is a set of conventions and norms for representing reality transparently, thereby achieving what Stephen Prince (1996, 31) calls the "reality effect." This set of codes is known as the Realist style.
It is an undeniable fact that over the last two decades the international lm scene has seen a signi cant number of independent lms with an authorial tone that have taken the real world as their point of reference, approaching that real world through the application of a Realist style. These lms have had a notable impact both at major festivals and with international critics. An example of the latter is the article written by A.O. Scott (2009) 2 This new movement began in the early 1990s and although it would have a worldwide impact it developed mainly as a national trend in certain countries. Perhaps the one that has had the greatest impact has been the Iranian movement, with internationally acclaimed directors like Abbas Kiarostami, Mohsen Makhmalbaf, and Jafar Panahi. As will be discussed below, Iranian lms have been among the main sources of inspiration for the director of the lm examined in this article.
As noted above, the main point of reference for this type of lm is the work of Italian lm-makers such as Roberto Rosellini, Luchino Visconti, and Vittorio de Sica, who, after the end of World War II, "by taking their cameras out into the streets and forgetting the dead rules of conventional lm-making, come face to face with reality again" (Armes 1971, 20) . Thus, the dramas were found on the streets of a Europe destroyed after the war; all that was needed was the ability to observe this mutilated reality to nd the seeds of possible stories that told of the terrible consequences for a society torn apart by military con ict. It must be said -and herein lies the main ongoing in uence of Italian Neo-Realism -these directors knew how to approach reality the right way. They did this through a Realist style that could both reproduce and represent reality on the screen in an authentic manner, avoiding the arti ciality that characterised studio lm prior to World War II.
However, "the creative treatment of actuality," to appropriate the famous expression attributed to John Grierson, can be traced back to the early 1920s, to two lm-makers for whom reality was also the benchmark: André Antoine and Robert J. Flaherty. Nonetheless, unlike their predecessors, the Lumière Brothers, rather than merely reproducing reality, these lm-makers construct it creatively, taking storytelling strategies from the ctional narrative style of popular cinema, which was already dominant by that time. La terre (Earth, André Antoine, 1921) is the result of years of lming in the Beauce region south-west of Paris. In order to avoid the arti ciality of stories acted out in the studio, Antoine travelled to the Beauce region to adapt the Émile Zola novel of the same name, set in this French region in the late 19th century (the novel was published in 1887). Thus, Antoine's work (both his lms and the plays with which he began his career) was in uenced by the Naturalist and Realist postulates of 19th century literature represented particularly by Zola and fellow French writer Honoré de Balzac (see Erich Auerbach 1946) .
As Quintana (2003, 69) points out, Antoine's adaptation of La terre establishes one of the basic elements of cinematic realism: "the dif culty of nding a balance between lm reproduction and the rhetorical processes of reality construction that are characteristics of ction." Indeed, in La terre this balance was not fully achieved. Both the arti ciality of an excessively forced interpretation, which undermines the authenticity of the story narrated (the actors were not real peasants but actors from the Comédie Française and the Odéon Theatre in Paris), and the excessive dependence on dramatic structure detract from the more realistic scenes where rural life in this region of France takes the central role. As a result, "the most interesting moments in La terre occur when the drama takes second place and the dominance of the landscape reduces the bodies of the actors to the status of mere gurative extras" (Quintana 2003, 70) .
On the other hand, this adulteration of reality through excessive dramatization of the narration is less of a problem in the lm shot in this same period by Robert J. Flaherty. In his case, referential reality is much more distant and exotic than in the case of Antoine. The Barren Lands and the Eskimos who inhabit it were the subject of the Nanook of the North (1922), Flaherty's rst lm. As Robert Sherwood (1979, 16) notes, "Mr. Flaherty had to spend years with the Eskimos so that he could learn to understand. Otherwise, he could not have made a faithful re ection of their emotions, their philosophy, and their endless privations." An Eskimo, Nanook, was the one selected to become the character. Thus, unlike in Antoine's lm, a real person is the protagonist of the plot constructed to represent reality. Through tracking Nanook's life, Flaherty vested the movie with temporal continuity as well as dramatic structure. But unlike Antoine, Flaherty manages to achieve a perfect balance between the reproduction of reality and its dramatisation, thereby successfully conveying the illusion to spectators that everything shown on the screen is real.
To differing degrees, these two lms and the works of Italian Neo-Realism can be considered examples of what Bazin de ned as the Realist style, which he describes as "all narrative means tending to bring an added measure of reality to the screen" (1971, 27) . These lms are also points of reference for the new resurgence of the Realist style in contemporary lm, a movement which in turn has revived an interest among lm theorists in cinematographic Realism. Thus, in recent years a signi cant number of essays have been published on this question, which, after being disparaged by the dominant theoretical movements of the 1960s and 1970s, has now regained a certain prominence in lm studies. Indeed, in the past few years, and very especially in 2011, the Realist lm theories championed in the 1940s by André Bazin and Siegfried Kracauer are resurfacing in the work of Richard Rushton (2011 ), Dudley Andrew (2011 ), Bert Cardullo (2011 , and Lúcia Nagib (2011), among others. Contemporary Realism was even the topic of the special autumn issue of Cinephile: The University of British Columbia's Film Journal, edited by Shaun Inouye.
In short, the purpose of this article is to examine the codes that de ne the Realist style today, and how through the application of this style lmmakers can ensure, on the one hand, a perfect balance between the reproduction and construction of reality and, on the other, that this very dramatisation, developed with the purpose of eliciting an emotional response from the spectator, does not undermine the authenticity of reality on the screen, but, on the contrary, keeps the illusion or effect of that reality unadulterated, so that spectators experience the stories told as true stories. In order to assess the relevance of the Realist style in contemporary lm, I have analysed a contemporary lm by a director who, according to Scott, forms part of the new Realist trend in contemporary American independent cinema. The director is Ramin Bahrani and the lm in question is Chop Shop (2007) .
Bahrani is a US-born lmmaker of Iranian origin. He has tried, despite the considerable distance involved, to keep in touch with his cultural roots through contact with the well-known Iranian lmmaker Abbas Kiarostami, whom we could de ne as his lm-making mentor and who, as Scott (2009) notes, "re ned the old Neorealist spirit through the 1990s and into the next decade." Bahrani himself acknowledges this in uence through his desire to make "an Iranian-style movie here in New York." in which the puddles only dry up during the hot days of summer. The lm lifts the curtain by placing this real location in context. The director chooses a setting outside the neighbourhood to focus on the distant skyscrapers of Manhattan, as if letting the audience know from the beginning that this is, although it does not seem like, a story set in New York City. [Fig. 3.] Later in the movie, Bahrani also uses another First World symbol, the nearby City Field (the new stadium for the New York Mets baseball team), as a contrast to the Third World-esque Willets Point. For Bahrani it was paradoxical to observe how quickly you could migrate from a place of despair to another where you could read on a giant billboard "Make Dreams Happen". Bahrani confesses he was curious to know "what dreams can happen in this place?," or in other words, how can the American Dream be so close yet so far away for those who live in Willets Point? Indeed, in this city one is constantly aware of the geographical proximity of such socially and culturally distant worlds.
It was, in fact, precisely this gray world of poverty that inspired the director to make the lm. Thus, reality was the inspiration for the story. As Alain Cavalier points out, movies are born of an encounter. Bahrani's cinematographer, Michael Simmonds, came to Willets Point looking for a spare part for his car, immediately fell in love with the place and told Bahrani about it. After visiting the neighbourhood in the winter of 2004, Bahrani, whose rst reaction was: "My God, this place is the world, the world in 20 blocks," motivated by that inner drive to understand a subject, whether it is far away or just around the corner, decided to make what would be his second feature lm, Chop Shop, a project that came to fruition three years later.
As Jean Rouch claimed in his rst short lm, Initiation à la danse des posseder (Initiation into Possession Dance, 1949) , "an essential condition for portraying reality is to be a part of it." Of course, Flaherty had already done this before him. It took him three years to shoot his rst lm, Nanook of the North (1922). Thus, as Rouch himself suggests (1962) , "Flaherty believed that, in order to lm some men belonging to a foreign culture, it was necessary rst to know them." Likewise, as Viestenz (2009, 544-545) observes, the ethos of " rst living, then lming" is posited not only by Flaherty but also by Christian Metz (1999, 356-359) in his essay Aural Objects: "In order for me to have tried to dismantle the 'objects' which so strike the native […] it was necessary that I be that native myself." Bahrani himself admits in his lm's pressbook that he spent a year trying to become part of the world of the Latino children who spent their time in the workshops or roaming the streets of Willets Point. As Roy Armes points out (1971, 187) , "the basic material is experienced at rst hand by the lm-maker before the lm is elaborated. De Sica studied the shoeshine boys before making Sciuscià and Rossellini went to Berlin before beginning work on Germania anno zero."
Thus, the observation of reality allowed him to pick and choose what interested him most: the kids. Bahrani himself admits in his lm's pressbook: "I became increasingly interested in the lives of these young boys who worked and lived amidst grown men, in this very tough location. I wanted to know who they were, what kind of dreams they had, and how they managed the challenges and decisions that most of us as adults never have to face." Thus, the main character in Chop Shop is Ale (Alejandro Polanco), a child growing up on the street, who has to struggle with the hostile environment. Even though Ale is Latino, speaks Spanish, and is not a professional actor, he doesn't really belong to the group described above. He was born and grew up in Manhattan's Lower East Side. However, Bahrani knew how to solve this problem by sending Ale to soak up the local atmosphere. He thus spent six months in Rob Sowulski's shop -the real owner, who also plays himself in the lm -before shooting started, learning rsthand the skills he would need rather than merely performing them in front of the camera. Ale points out in the lm's pressbook: "Every day I would get like $30, I learned how to sand down cars, paint cars, and how to x dents. I even learned how to drive! It was really hard but a lot of fun." He thus managed to become part of the neighbourhood, making friends and getting respect from adults to the point that, as the director says, "People in the Iron Triangle thought we were making a documentary about Ale, a boy who worked there, because they'd really seen him working there for so long." [Fig. 6.] We can nd the narrative of the child growing up on the street who has to struggle with a hostile environment in Vittorio de Sica's Shoeshine (Sciuscià, 1946) (1998) , to name a few. All of these children are real people from the reality that has been selected as subject, who are picked out to become the protagonists of the plots developed in the lm. As Bazin notes (1971, 24) , "The non-professionals are naturally chosen for their suitability for the part, either because they t physically or because there is some parallel between the role and their lives." Bazin's words can be applied to anybody, whether an adult or a child. In the speci c case of children, given their innocence and lower level of awareness of the mechanism of lmmaking, their performance may prove much more spontaneous and therefore more genuine. It is therefore no surprise that a lm genre that aims for naturalness in its representation should have a preference for stories in which children are the protagonists.
Another hallmark that de nes the Realist style is the focus on everyday routine. As Bill Nichols notes (1991, 165), "Realism builds upon a presentation of things as they appear to the eye and the ear in everyday life." Thus, in Chop Shop, through the point of view of Ale, the audience can see how the characters break up, sand, polish and paint cars, change tyres or lure customers to their shops and also show people in their time off, having fun playing dice or enjoying barbecues, while the ever-present Latin music can be heard blaring out in the background. As Bordwell points out (2009), Chop Shop features "a greater sense of 'dailiness.'"
Combining Threads of Routine Structures with Dramatic Structure
The reality in which these children live is not easy; on the contrary, it is full of travails and challenges that they have to face. Such con ictive situations are the perfect pretext for unfolding dramatic structures in the lm. Thus, in Realist lms there is a place for both dramatic structures and the threads of routine structures. Indeed, part of the success of this type of lm lies in the ability to combine typically everyday activities with dramatic episodes. This balance is achieved by alternating moments in the lm in which routines occupy the foreground with moments in which such routines move into the background. Generally, everyday activities play a more central role at the beginning of the lm, where the presentation of the context and the activities carried out in that context are the focus of attention. As the story develops, these activities lose their importance, giving way to dramatic episodes. Nonetheless, scenes of everyday activities not only serve the purpose of presenting the reality in which the action occurs but also of planting information that will be of relevance later on in the narration when more dramatic situations unfold. As Bordwell notes (2009), "most of the routines establish a backdrop against which moments of change and con ict will stand out." To illustrate this point, Bordwell makes reference to the scene in which Ale and his buddy Carlos discover that Ale's sister, Isamar, "has become one of the hookers who service men in the cab of a tractor-trailer [...]. Bahrani's script motivates their discovery by explaining that they habitually spy on the truck assignations [...] . In two later scenes, the truck-stop becomes an arena for con ict."
This situation proves very moving for Ale. As Greg G. Smith notes (2003, 102) , "dense con gurations of emotion cues to mark scenes in which characters make important recognitions." This recognition situation also marks a shift in the character's hardships. Although Ale's situation is not easy, he has a close friend, gets a job, gets a home, and, ultimately, gets his sister to live with him. Things are going well (positive value) and, moreover, he has a goal to improve his situation; as many cognitive lm theorists point out, 4 goal-driven plotting is central to unfolding an emotional lm structure. He wants a better life for Isamar and for himself, and so he works hard to save money to buy a van, which will be repaired to convert it into a push cart to sell food on the street. From this emotional turning-point to the end of the lm, the character's situation goes from bad to worse. As is very common in classical narrative, the crisis unfolds in the climax, the peak dramatic moment, when Ale is faced with the most emotionally charged situation.
Ale ultimately decides to face the situation involving Isamar. Having so decided, he heads off again to the truck stop with the intention of putting a stop to his sister's activity. The moment is lled with emotion, mainly due to the fact that what is at stake for Ale is of vital importance to him, because, as Ed S. Tan notes (2009, 44) "without concerns, there can be no emotion; conversely, emotion signi es that some concern of the individual has been affected." At the same time, the scene seems real. And this is due mainly to Bahrani's style of direction. With the purpose of eliciting an authentic reaction from Ale, Bahrani took advantage of an incident that the youth had experienced when he was only nine years old. At that age, he witnessed a murder that seriously disturbed him. Bahrani thus took a fake gun and gave it to the man who was enjoying Isamar's services, telling him to put it to Isamar's head in order to add an element of terror to the situation. The strategy achieved its aim, striking an emotional chord in Ale. The anger provoked by his memory resulted in an aggressive response to the man with the fake gun. As Bahrani (Richard Porton 2008, 46) himself wonders: "is Ale's reaction acting or is it a documentary reaction to an event? It doesn't matter. There's only one question that matters: does it work and is it a good story?" After this intense moment, Bahrani allows time to go by for the situation to cool down. Time for both Ale and Isamar to re ect about their situation; time to allow not only the external actions but also the internal action of the characters to unfold. Time for what Robert Bresson calls (1997) "sculpting the invisible winds through the motion of waves;" in other words, to make visible what is invisible, in this case the emotions of the characters. Thus, after the stormy night, the new day brings calm. With the dawn, a hopeful situation arises. A moment charged with emotion for the characters has passed, and reconciliation is extremely important to both. As Nichols points out (1991, 155) , "emotional realism selects aspects of a scene in accordance with their emotional importance to characters." Just a few seconds are necessary to provoke this emotive moment, for three main reasons: rstly, as already stated, what is at stake for the characters is very important; secondly, after a series of negative situations, the mood of the narrative needs to be broken with a positive one (that is, after con icts, a moment of pleasure is experienced at the end, even if the situation staged is as minimal as the return of a smile to the characters' faces and pigeons taking ight) [Fig. 11] ; and thirdly, Ale's goal is partially achieved. As Bordwell points out (2009), "so we have an open, somewhat ambivalent ending another convention of realist storytelling and modern cinema (especially after Neorealism). Life goes on, as we, and many movies, often say."
Searching for Naturalness and Authenticity
The prior cohabitation with the reality to be lmed, as noted earlier, and the subsequent rehearsals held in the same locations not only serve to start shaping the dialogues and actions, but also to begin structuring the plot to be acted out by the three children in this reality chosen as the context for the plot. Thus, in addition to allowing the children to begin assuming their roles in the story and establishing the relationships between them, the rehearsals helped them to begin adapting to the environment so that to some extent they begin to feel part of the reality of Willets Point. At the same time, the rehearsals were performed on camera, thereby mitigating the dreaded "camera effect." This is a key point, especially in cases where the characters are being performed by non-professionals. Thus, in Chop Shop the rehearsals also served to accustom the three children to the lm equipment so as to reduce their consciousness of its presence during shooting. One of the essential purposes of all this preliminary work is to achieve the highest degree of naturalness and authenticity possible in the nal product.
So that these two qualities would not be lost during lming, Bahrani and his cinematographer decided that they should apply documentary techniques. Thus, the actions in every scene had to be kept as simple as possible. As Bahrani expressed it: "In almost all of our conversations about how to shoot it, we would say, 'What's the simplest way?' Almost every scene is one shot, with sometimes quite complicated mise-en-scene, even though it may appear simple." Bahrani thus follows Bazin's theory (1971, 65) on the importance of respecting "the actual duration of the event." In this context, the words of lm-maker Trinh T. MinhHa (2007 MinhHa ( 2008 ) become especially relevant: "Real time is considered more 'credible' than lm time, so that the long take [...] and to edit a minimum or not to edit [...] is considered the most appropriate [way] to avoid distortions in the structure of material." Another strategy that brings the lm closer to reality is to allow the actors to improvise when shooting a scene. Bahrani would avoid saying "action" or "cut," in order to capture spontaneous footage of both the actors and the location. Sometimes even the crew could not distinguish between the script and the improvisations. Moreover, he often aims for spontaneity by changing the situation without telling the actors. As Vertov believes, the only way to make the sequence more real is precisely through spontaneity. Nonetheless, spontaneity was not the only strategy that Bahrani used during shooting; control was also extremely important. As Scott points out (2009), "transparency, immediacy and a sense of immersion in life are not the automatic results of turning on a camera but rather effects achieved through the painstaking application of craft." Thus, the camera movements, composition, and details into the frame were also adjusted and controlled by director and crew.
Therefore, another of the hallmarks of the Realist style is the tension between scripted situations, which are acted out by the characters, and unscripted situations that arise from the spontaneity of the moment. This is particularly true in unstaged public scenes where the only controlled aspect is the action of the main character. This happens in the scenes in which Ale and his friend Carlos sell candy on the subway or when Ale is waiting for his sister on the platform. In the rst case, a small crew with a hand-held camera is the only way to shoot the scene without altering the environment in which the action unfolds. [Fig. 7.] In the second case, the effect is achieved by using lenses in a selective approach that keeps Ale in focus at all times, even though he often disappears into the crowd waiting for the train. [ Fig. 8 .] Both scenes are especially reminiscent of the Neorealist scenes. As Roy Armes (1971, 191) notes, "streets, crowds and railway-stations, the countryside and the sea all provide marvelously expressive backgrounds for the lm to use and the sense of life going on beyond the limits of the frame is one of the great qualities of this new cinema. " Bazin, (2004, 313) referring to such scenes, said: "The subtlety and exibility of the camera movements in these tight and crowded spaces, and the natural behavior of all persons in frame, are the main reasons that make these scenes the highlights of Italian cinema."
Conclusion
Chop Shop is a lm that exempli es the rebirth in the last two decades of a Realist trend in contemporary world cinema based on a belief in the ontological power of reality. This is the seed of the story, which is nurtured and grown through the contact that its author has with this reality throughout the creative process. Moreover, this reality is the real background in which the plot unfolds. And this reality can also become the foreground of the lm, and can even change the plot during shooting. Thus, the tension between reality and ction is one of the key aspects of Realism. Indeed, the question of how to integrate ction into the real world without undermining the viewer's impression of reality is one of the main concerns of cinematic Realism, as the foremost purpose of this type of cinema is to make the lm look real.
To achieve this, lm-makers apply the Realist style, a set of conventions and norms which tell the story in the context of the real world using devices that are closer historically to the documentary genre and which allow the reproduction of reality so that what is lmed doesn't seem staged, but has the appearance of life unfolding before the camera. I refer here to the documentary's impulse for attaining that utopia of authenticity: making the lm look real. On the other hand, this style also involves the dramatization of reality using devices from ction to achieve character engagement (on this topic see the work of cognitive lm theorists, especially Murray Smith [2004] , Noël Carroll [2007] , and Amy Coplan's works [2009] ), which is central to the spectator's emotional response to a lm. The proper balance between these two devices is crucial to the success of the Realist approach to reality, since the more realistic the effect achieved in the lm, the truer the emotions that surface on the screen.
